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As the chinese economics going to a new level, changing the way of developing, 
improve the adjusting in construction would be the main point in economics. Finacial 
effectivity would directly influence the effectivity of ecnomics. Commecial bank as a 
intermediary of finace, is very important for economic activity. As the finacial developing 
deeply and economic globalized quickly, commercial bank runing stably would be very 
important for the positive developing in ecnomics and society. So, now due to bethe 
serious compete between comcial bank, performance managerment standard would be the 
kay point of development. Establish a effective staff performance system can take bank 
get the most superiority in HR, can take bank hit the success on business among the 
serious compete. According to the economics situation, Suzhou B bank 1
st
 branch staff 
performance manager system can not meet the request of business developing, can not 
well encourage staff. So optimize the current system is nessary. 
This article based on the finacial servier institution in most active economic huadong 
area –suzhou B bank, analyzing the problem in its current performance system, then 
re-arrange a new performance system which suitable for B bank. 
This article including six parts. The 1
st
 Part is introdution. Itroduce the reason, 
purpose , content , main idea and construction of studying  bank performance systerm . 
The 2
nd
 part, describe the basic theory of performance manager systerm,  the normal 
method , procedure and relative theory of commcial bank searching status domestic and 
overseas. The 3
rd
 parts anlyzing the status of suzhou B bank 1
st
 branch performance 
system and the problem it has. Mainly take focus on the problem in system, request the 
nessary of estalish a scientific performance manager system. The 4
th
 part, based on the 
situation of suzhou B bank , designing a new porformence manager syetem, designing a 
new balance of distribution standard and  evaluation , performance communicated and 
assist , performance operation, evaluation result and feeback , in order to have  a project 





 part is estimate the effectivity and opertion of the New project of Suzhou B bank 
1
st
 branch staff performance mangerment system. The 6
th
 part summarized the Suzhou B 
bank 1
st
 branch staff performance manager system. 
The article analzying the Suzhou B bank 1
st
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system, based on theory and operation status, give the optimized suggestion. Hope it can 
improve the Suzhou B bank performance managerment system, improve its 
competitiveness. 
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